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A short-time transient analysis is presented for a sinusoidal input potential for a spherical particle. The objective of this work was
to extract accurate values of the parameters associated with an intercalation into a spherical particle. These parameters are
exchange current density, double-layer capacitance, and diffusion coefficient. The effects of these parameters on the response were
examined using a sensitivity analysis, which indicated that optimum frequency values of the input perturbation exist for estimation
of these parameters. A procedure is presented to obtain all these parameters using the short-time response. The results show that
the short-time analysis is a useful method for estimating rapidly the values of these parameters of a system.
© 2007 The Electrochemical Society. DOI: 10.1149/1.2431321 All rights reserved.
Manuscript submitted May 12, 2006; revised manuscript received November 14, 2006. Available electronically February 2, 2007.
We present a short-time analysis of the current-density response
of an intercalation particle to a sine wave input potential in this
paper. This response is dictated by two processes occurring at the
interface of the electrolyte and the particle and one in the bulk solid.
The interfacial processes include an electrochemical reaction and
double-layer charging occurring at the interface between the solid
and liquid phases. In the bulk of the intercalation particle, diffusion
of the intercalation species occurs. Our analysis is based on the
particle model for a porous electrode.1,2 The particle model is fun-
damentally simple in terms of formulating the model equations and
yet is useful for determining the kinetic and transport parameters.
The particle model does not include concentration gradients in the
solution phase. The intercalation particle has been the subject of
study for many researchers, because understanding the physics of
the basic unit, an intercalation particle, complements the analysis of
the behavior of a larger system that is an assembly of such units, the
porous electrode. Both experimental studies facilitated by micro-
electrode techniques3-7 and theoretical studies1,8,9 have enhanced our
knowledge of the porous electrodes. Moreover, extension of an in-
tercalation particle model to a complete lithium-ion cell2,10 has been
identified as a suitable model to represent the battery potential at
moderate discharge rates.11
The periodic steady-state solution and the complete solution, in-
cluding the initial transients for the response current density of the
intercalation particle, were used to perform transient analysis. The
nature of the perturbation signal chosen for this study is a sinusoidal
perturbation. Investigating the transient response and the effect of
parameters and frequency on the transient response revealed the
possibility of estimating the diffusion coefficient with the short time
response. Sinusoidal perturbation has been chosen because it is a
fundamental waveform that can be used to represent any other
waveform using the Fourier series.12 For example, a step-input per-
turbation can be represented as a series of various sinusoidal waves.
Hence, demonstrating the methodology using sinusoidal signals and
short-time data implies that the transient technique can be applied to
other kinds of perturbations, such as step, pulse, ramp, etc. The
time-domain response for a particle model for an applied-current
perturbation has been derived when the current is a constant with
respect to time, using Laplace transform technique.13 Later, Liu de-
veloped the time-domain response for the same by employing the
integral transformation method for both constant and sinusoidal cur-
rent perturbations.14 The author argued that the series solution ob-
tained through integral transformation was easier to derive. In this
paper, we derive the series solution for the current as a response for
an applied-voltage perturbation using the Laplace transform tech-
nique. By combining it with the steady-state solution derived sepa-
rately, not a series solution, the number of terms in the expression
for the current response has been considerably reduced. In order to
study the effect of each parameter of interest, the variation of the
sensitivity coefficient of the parameter of the system exchange cur-
rent density, double-layer capacitance, and solid-state diffusion co-
efficient is predicted. This sensitivity analysis was also useful for
choosing the appropriate operating frequencies to obtain reliable pa-
rameter values for the parameters and hence derive a procedure for
parameter estimation. Subsequently, the parameters of the system
were estimated for three different cases of diffusion-limited, kinetic-
limited, and when both the processes are important. In place of
experimental data, synthetic data obtained by adding noise to the
model results were used. The parameter values and their confidence
intervals indicate that the short-time analysis presented here is a
reliable method for estimating parameters. Estimation of kinetic and
transport parameters of an intercalation particle has been obtained
by many researchers using different methods such as electrochemi-
cal impedance spectroscopy EIS,15-23 potential intermittent titra-
tion technique PITT, galvanostatic intermittent titration technique
GITT,24-27 and relaxation techniques.28,29 The techniques used so
far have made use of the long-time solutions, which is in contrast to
the use of short-time solutions in this paper.
Analytical Solution
For an intercalation particle see an illustration of the system in
Fig. 1, Fick’s law of diffusion governs the solid-phase concentra-
tion of lithium ions. The governing equation and the boundary con-























where jn,f is the faradaic current density and is given by the Butler–
Volmer equation
jn,f = i0expaFRT  − exp− aFRT  4
where  = 1 − 2 − U and the open-circuit potential, U, and i0 is
a function of the surface concentration of the particle, cs. The sur-
face concentration is referred as the state of charge, which is the
dimensionless quantity
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i0 = kacmax − csacscca 7
where c is the concentration of lithium ions in the solution phase
surrounding the particle, which is a constant because it is assumed
that the concentration does not change in the solution. The value of
c is taken from Ref. 31 and is the initial concentration of lithium
ions in the electrolyte. In writing the model equations, other simpli-
fications are made for transient analysis: i concentration gradients
exist only in the solid phase in a spherical particle in the radial
direction, ii the particle is engulfed in an electrolyte media, iii
both double-layer charging and a linear faradic reaction occur at the
surface of the particle and they are separable, iv the charge sepa-
rated across the double layer is only dependent on the potential
difference across the interface, v the properties i0, Ds, a, and
c are assumed to be constants, vi the double-layer capacitance
Cdl is a constant, vii open-circuit potential at the start of the
experiment is U0, and viii initially, the concentration within the
particle is assumed to be uniform and equal to cp
0 and the corre-
sponding open-circuit potential is U0, which is a function of cp
0. The
present model is kept simple to limit the number of parameters in
the system to investigate the interaction between the processes that
occur in a system and their influence on obtaining estimates of the
parameters involved. However, the methodology could certainly be
extended to other models, taking into account other processes such
as the presence of a surface film, resistances, and multiple phases.
When a sinusoidal perturbation of very small amplitude voltage
is applied, the current can be linearized with respect to the potential
difference between the solid phase and solution phase 1 − 2 and
the surface concentration cs as
jn,f =
ni0F
RT 1 − 2 − U0 + 	−  U cs	cs0,Ucs − cs0 8
where i0 is given by Eq. 7 with cs = cs
0, cs
0 is the initial surface
concentration and cs
0 = cp
0 assumption 8. In the linearized Butler–
Volmer BV equation, the exchange current density is a function of
the initial surface concentration, cs
0. In this case, the perturbation
voltage and the corresponding change in the surface concentration
are given by
Ṽ = 1 − 2 − U0 9
and
c̃s = csurface − cs
0 10
The total current density of the particle is a sum of the faradaic and
nonfaradaic current densities
jn = jn,f + Cdl
 1 − 2
 t
11
We refer to the model equation set Eq. 1-3 with the faradaic cur-
rent density represented by the linearized BV and the same equation
set Eq. 1-3 with the nonlinear BV equation as given by Eq. 4 as
the linear model and the nonlinear model, respectively.
Laplace Domain Solution for the Concentration
For a sinusoidal voltage input perturbation of frequency  in
radians
Ṽ = V cost 12
the faradaic current density becomes a function of input perturbation
as per Eq. 8, 9, and 12. We know that the frequency  in radians
can be written in terms of the frequency, f , in Hz as  = 2f . The
set of mathematical equations Eq. 1-3 describing the concentration
gradients within the particle becomes a second-order partial-
differential equation with a time-dependent boundary condition.
This equation set can be solved for the surface concentration  c̃s
after substituting c̃p = cp − cp
0 cp
0 is the initial concentration in the

















and s is the Laplace variable.
The faradaic current density in the Laplace domain is obtained
from Eq. 8 after substituting Eq. 12
jn,fs =
ni0F
RT Ṽs + 	−  U cs	cs0,Uc̃ss 15





Replacing the expression for jn,fs in Eq. 14 with Eq. 15 and sim-
plifying yields the perturbed surface concentration as a function of
the applied voltage as
Figure 1. Color online Transient analy-
sis of an intercalation particle using a
sinusoidal perturbation as the applied volt-
age.
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and Ys is given by Eq. 14.
Equation 17 can be used to obtain the periodic steady-state con-
centration in the time domain  c̃s,sst, and the complete solution
for the concentration domain that includes the initial transients also
in the time domain  c̃st,. Each of the solutions can then be used
along with Eq. 11 to obtain the periodic steady-state response cur-
rent density  jn,sst, and the complete expression for the response
current density, including the initial transients  jnt,. In the next
two sections we describe the procedure used to obtained the two
current responses, jn,sst, and jnt,.
Periodic Steady-State Current Response
The periodic steady-state solution to the equation set in Eq. 1-3,
after it has been rewritten in terms of the perturbation variables  c̃p
can be derived in four steps.32,33 First, assume that the input pertur-
bation Ṽ and the resulting gradients in c̃p are in periodic steady state
and are complex. That is
Ṽ = V expjt 20
and
c̃s = C̃ expjt 21
where j = −1 and C̃ is complex quantity. In the second step, sub-
stitute Eq. 20 and 21 into the governing equation and the boundary
conditions. The resulting set of equations can be solved for c̃p at the
surface to yield an analytical expression for C̃. As the third step, the
periodic solution for the perturbed concentration with a complex
input perturbation is obtained as a function of time and frequency,
, by multiplying C̃ with exp jt. The resulting expression is a
complex function. The final step consists of the determination of the
periodic steady-state solution for the perturbed concentration corre-
sponding to the assumed input perturbation. The final solution is
obtained by taking the real part of the complex solution obtained in
the previous step because we assumed the input perturbation to be
V cost. Then
c̃s,ss = ReC̃ expjt 22
where






with Ys j given by Eq. 14 after substituting s = j. However, if
the input perturbation is assumed to be Vsint, the final solution
should be the imaginary part of the complex solution.
Another alternative procedure to derive the periodic steady-state
solution is similar to the procedure described above. The only dif-
ference is in the second and third step. Instead of using the two steps
as described above to determine the complex periodic solution, one
can directly solve for the perturbed concentration at the surface us-
ing Laplace transformation by substituting the input perturbation
voltage in the Laplace domain equal to a constant, the constant
being equal to the amplitude of the input perturbation of interest.
Next, replace s = j and multiply the resulting expression by
exp jt. Comparing the two procedures, one can see that they dif-
fer only in the basic methodology of converting a partial-differential
equation PDE to an ordinary-differential equation ODE. The pro-
cedure described in the previous paragraph uses the complex vari-
ables introduced in Eq. 20 and Eq. 21, while the alternate procedure
described in this paragraph uses the Laplace variable s, which is
equal to j in the frequency domain, to convert the PDE to an ODE.
Either of the procedures described above can be used to deter-
mine the periodic steady-state expression for the perturbed surface
concentration  c̃s,sst, to obtain the periodic steady-state solution
for the perturbed surface concentration, as given in Eq. 22. The




Ṽt, + 	−  U cs	cs0,Uc̃s,sst, + Cdl Ṽt, t
24
Current Response Including Initial Transient
The complete solution for the concentration in the time domain
that includes the initial transient  c̃st, can be derived by deter-
mining the Laplace inverse of Eq. 17. The solution presented in this
section is an extension of the work published by Subramanian and
White13 for time-dependent current density. Equation 17 can be re-
written as the product of two Laplace functions









Rctstd + Rpart − Rcttanhstd
27
In Eq. 27, td is defined as the diffusion time constant, which is equal
to Rs





GFt − d 28
when Gt and Ft are known. Gt is a straightforward solution























+ . . . . .
30
where the degree of Qs is equal to the degree of Ps. However, to
obtain the Laplace inverse using the Heaviside expansion theorem,
we know that the degree of Qs must be greater than that of Ps.
To get around this problem, we first divide Eq. 27 by s, which yields
the function Fs/s with the degree of the numerator greater than the
denominator. Now the Laplace inverse of Fs/s can be determined
using Heaviside expansion theorem as a function of time t. The
Laplace inverse of Fs/s thus determined is equivalent to 0
t Ftdt.
The Laplace inverse function is further differentiated with respect to
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time, t, to get the required function Ft. The methodology briefed
here is demonstrated in detail in the next few equations. To begin




Ftdt = Fss = − tanhstdsRctstd + Rpart − Rcttanhstd
31
where L  represents the Laplace transform of the function within
the square brackets. Now, Eq. 31 can be inverted using Heaviside











Anexp− 	n2td t 32




Rct − Rparttan	n	ntan	n + 2 − 	nRct + Rpart
33
and 	n for n = 1 . . .  are the roots of the equation












provided F0 = 0. In this case, we know that c̃s0, = 0 based on
the initial condition and G0= constant see Eq. 29. Hence, F0
should be equal to zero and Eq. 35 is valid, yielding










where An is given by Eq. 33. Substituting Eq. 36 and 29 into Eq. 28,
we get the complete solution for the perturbed surface concentration















Using Eq. 11, the response current density, including the initial tran-




Ṽt, + 	−  U cs	cs0,Uc̃st, + Cdl Ṽt, t
38
where c̃st, is given by Eq. 37.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 gives the plot of the response current density solved
numerically, response current density plotted using Eq. 38, and the
periodic steady-state current density plotted using Eq. 24 at a fre-
quency of f = 0.1 Hz. The numerical solution to the linear model is
solved using the finite-element-based software package, Femlab.
The parameter values used to construct the plot are given in Table I.
The initial concentration is written as initial state charge, 0, defined
by Eq. 5, where cs is replaced with cs
0. From Fig. 2, it is clear that
the analytical solution for the response current density agrees well
with that of the numerical solution and the periodic steady-state
solution agrees with the complete solution for the current response
at long times. However, the number of terms used in the analytical
solution for the response current density Eq. 38 is too large a few
1000 terms for f = 0.01 Hz. Even larger numbers of terms are re-
quired for simulating the response at higher frequencies. To get
around this problem, we replace the periodic steady-state part of the
complete solution for c̃st, which is a series solution, Eq. 37 in
the response with the periodic solution as obtained in Eq. 22 using
complex variables. The periodic steady-state part of c̃st, is given
by Eq. 37, neglecting the exponential term. Thus, the modified ana-














c̃s,ss is given by Eq. 22, which is not a series solution. Through the
modified perturbed-surface concentration expression, Eq. 39, the
number of terms required for convergence is greatly reduced maxi-
mum of 200 terms. We have already shown that c̃s,ss is equivalent to
c̃st,, given by Eq. 37, for long times in Fig. 2.
Nevertheless, the analytical solution depends on the roots of the
transcendental equation Eq. 34, which is a function of the parameter
values. The first ten values of the roots are tabulated Table II for
Figure 2. Color online Plot of the response current density obtained nu-
merically and analytically and the steady-state current response as a function
of time at frequency, f = 0.1 Hz. The number of terms in the analytical
solution, N = 1.00.




−4 A/cm2 Ref. 30
cmax 0.0306 mol/cm
3 Ref. 30
c 0.001 mol/cm3 Ref. 11
Ds 1.0 
 10
−9 cm2/s Ref. 9
Cdl 1.0 
 10
−5 F/cm2 Ref. 9
Rs 2.0 m Ref. 9
0 0.02302 mol/cm
3 assumed
 − U   cs0,U −20.27 V Eq. 6
V 5.0 mV See results and
discussion section
i0 linear model 6.9 
 10
−4 A/cm2 Eq. 7 calculated at
initial conditions
Rct 37.23  cm
2 Eq. 18
Rpart 1373.34  cm
2 Eq. 19
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the parameter values given in Table I. To solve for the roots numeri-
cally, appropriate initial conditions have to be provided, which again
depend on the parameter values. Due to these reasons, it is difficult
to use the analytical solution for parameter estimation, where the
roots have to be determined many number of times, as when the
parameter values are changed. In spite of this disadvantage associ-
ated with the analytical solutions, they can be very useful in gaining
insight into the physics of the system and in evaluating limiting
forms of the solution. Hence, we make use of both the numerical
solution for the linear model in constructing plots and the analytical
solution for certain analysis.
The amplitude of the input-voltage perturbation is chosen so that
the average averaged over four time periods, 4/f relative error of
the response current density obtained using the linear model and the
nonlinear model is less than 1%. The relative error is given by





where jn,Lti and jn,NLti are the values of the response obtained
using the linear model and nonlinear model, respectively, at time ti.
Note that the nonlinear model also has to be written in terms of the
perturbed valuables. Writing the equations, Eqs. 1-3 and 8, in terms
of the perturbed variables is straightforward. The BV equation in the
boundary condition at r = Rs in terms of the perturbed variables
gives
jn,f = i0expaFRT Ṽ − Ũ − exp− cFRT Ṽ − Ũ 41
where Ṽ is given by Eq. 9, Ũ = U − U0, which can be written as
f c̃s using the known expression for the open-circuit potential
OCP as a function of surface concentration, and i0 in terms of the
perturbed surface concentration is
i0 = kl − c̃s + cs0
c̃max
n c̃s + cs0
cmax
ccmaxa+ccn 42
The nonlinear model was solved using the finite-element software
package Femlab. The relative error for the response current density
was below 1% for the amplitude value of 5 mV. Also, note that
perturbed surface concentration, and in turn the response current
density, are functions of the initial state of charge and initial slope of
the OCP. Hence, it is important to check the validity of linearity of
the OCP with respect to the state of charge should be ensured. This
is because the empirical equations used to fit the experimentally
measured nonlinear OCP curves may be inadequate at certain points,
such as the region where the curve transitions from one voltage
plateau to another. In such cases, the derivation of the OCP can be
determined numerically instead of using the empirical equation as
such. The OCP and its slope are plotted in Fig. 3 and 4. The abscissa
in these figures is the state of charge. The values of the averaged
relative error for the response current density and the averaged rela-
tive error for the perturbed surface concentration calculated for vari-
ous values of the initial state of charge, 0, as indicated in Fig. 3 and
4 lie below the acceptable limit 1%.
Transient Analysis
In this section we first analyze the short-time response to inves-
tigate the information contained in it, similar to our previous work.34
Even before we start analyzing the short-time response, it is neces-
sary to clarify the definition of what we mean by short-time re-
sponse. The short-time response is the time range over which the
transient analysis is dominant. Now, the time range for short-time
response is from 0 to the time constant for the transient response.
The time constant for the transient response of this system can be
Table II. Roots of the transcendental equation.











Figure 3. Color online Plot of the OCP as a function of state of charge.
Figure 4. Color online Plot of the slope of the OCP as a function of state
of charge.
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extracted from the expression for the transient part of the analytical
solution for the response current density, Eq. 38 with Eq. 37 time







Note that the time constant t0 does not depend on the double-layer
charging process because the double layer is restricted only to the
interface and is independent of other processes occurring in the sys-
tem see assumptions 3 and 4. Unlike the double-layer charging
process, the other part of the response current density brought about
by the interfacial reaction process is linked to the diffusion process
in the particle and the diffusion process occurs due to the perturbed-
concentration distribution in the particle. The perturbed concentra-
tion in the particle attains the periodic steady state or the pseudo
steady state after an initial adjustment period, which gives rise to
the transient response. This transient response in perturbed concen-
tration is reflected in the interfacial reaction current density  jn,f
because jn,f depends on the perturbed surface concentration see
Eq. 8.
In order to calculate the time constant t0 according to Eq. 43, we
need to evaluate the summation series with a finite number of terms.
The number of terms in the series, as mentioned earlier, decreases
with a decrease in the frequency. This gives rise to an increase in the
time constant from zero time constant value because at highest
frequency no concentration exists at highest frequencies to 6.97 s at
low frequency  f = 0.01 Hz. Based on these values, the transient
region is defined as the time scale between t = 0 s and t = t0 s,
where t0 is a function of the frequency. Consider the coefficient of
the exponential function in the transient part of the response Eq. 38
with Eq. 37. The coefficient is inversely proportional to frequency
and hence has a very small value at high frequencies. A small value
for the coefficient of the exponential term combined with a higher
value for the time constant leads to negligible transient response at
higher frequencies. Another factor that has to be taken into account
in analyzing the short-time response is that the double-layer charg-
ing current is directly proportional to the frequency of the applied
perturbation. But, at time t = 0 both the double-layer charging cur-
rent and faradaic current density due to the perturbed surface con-
centration go to zero see Eq. 38 and 37. Consequently, at higher
frequencies the short-time response is dominated by the interfacial
kinetics and double-layer charging current and is equal to the peri-
odic steady-state current because the transient response is negligible,
while at low frequencies the short-time response is dominated by the
interfacial kinetics combined with the diffusion process in the par-
ticle, leading to a significant contribution from the transient re-
sponse. The results of the short-time analysis explained so far are
illustrated in Fig. 5 and 6, and the limiting expressions for the re-























At very low frequencies the input perturbation is equivalent to a step
input and hence, the response current density at low frequencies
agrees with the response current density for a step input of step size
equal to the amplitude of the sinusoidal signal. The response current










 RsVFDsn=1 − An + Anexp− 	n2td t 47
The long-time periodic response, used in impedance analysis,
contains similar information to that of the short-time response.
Analysis of the periodic steady-state response can be performed by
observing the change in the amplitude of the response, jn,amp. Using
the amplitude of the response current density, a variation of V/jn,amp
that is equivalent to the magnitude of the impedance1,9 as a function
of frequency is shown in Fig. 7. The complex plane plot of the
system can also be generated from the coefficient of the cost and
sint term of the inverse of the periodic response.
Effect of parameters.— Similar to impedance that separates the
different physical phenomenon involved in a system experimentally,
sensitivity analysis is a mathematical tool that aids in separating the
Figure 5. Color online Transient part of the response current density as a
function of time at different values of the frequency.
Figure 6. Color online Response current density at short-time periods for
different frequency values.
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physical processes. The sensitivity of the parameters to the total
voltage response is calculated using the normalized sensitivity coef-





; k = j0, Cdl or Ds 48
The normalization is with respect to the parameter and is performed
to maintain consistent units for the sensitivity coefficients. The sen-
sitivity coefficients are also periodic, similar to the response current
density. The sensitivity of the parameters to the steady-state re-
sponse represented as Sk,ss is obtained by plotting the sensitivity
coefficients for longer time periods. The sensitivity of the param-
eters to the transient-voltage response represented as Sk,t can be
determined by evaluating the same expression for very short time
periods. Plot of the amplitude of the steady-state sensitivity coeffi-
cients as a function of time for various frequencies see Fig. 8 gives
insight into the physics. At higher frequencies the interfacial phe-
nomenon dominates the response as the amplitude of the sensitivity
coefficient of the double-layer capacitance and the exchange current
density are high, while at very low frequencies the amplitude of Sk,ss
of the diffusion coefficient is the highest while the sensitivity of the
parameters associated with the interfacial phenomenon are close to
zero. Tracing the change in the sensitivity coefficients in the tran-
sient as a function of time that is Sk,t at a fixed value of the
frequency where diffusion process is significant see Fig. 9, shows
that the sensitivity coefficient of the exchange current density is the
highest at time t = 0 while the others are zero, which is expected
due to Eq. 44. Also, the maximum value of the sensitivity for each
of the parameters in the transient region is close not equal to that
of the steady-state sensitivities. As the frequency is lowered, the Sk,t
value of the exchange current density and diffusion coefficient be-
comes higher than the periodic steady-state sensitivity values,
though at time t = 0 the Sk,t of the exchange current density retains
the highest value.
At moderate frequencies, we see the crossover of the profiles of
the amplitude of Sk,ss for the parameters at certain frequencies Fig.
8. The frequency at which the crossover occurs is called the tran-
sition frequency  f t in general. When the crossover is between the
sensitivity profiles of parameters that are associated with the inter-
facial phenomenon, the transition frequency associated with interfa-
cial phenomenon is denoted as f t,inter. Similarly, two other transition
frequencies occur in the amplitude of the Sk,ss plot: the transition
frequency associated with the diffusion and the interfacial kinetics,
f t,i0−Ds, and that associated with the diffusion and double-layer
charging processes, f t,Cdl−Ds. The values of these transition frequen-
cies are indicated in Fig. 8. The transition frequency is a pointer that
indicates the frequencies at which the system switches from one
process to another to deliver the current density. According to the
transition from one process to another, the sensitivity of the corre-
Figure 7. Color online Bode magnitude plot. Symbols are obtained from
the ratio of the amplitude of the input perturbation, V, to the periodic re-
sponse current density, jn,ss. The magnitude of the impedance determined
from the impedance expression is plotted as a line.
Figure 8. Color online Plot of the amplitude of the sensitivity coefficient
of die exchange current density i0, double-layer capacitance Cdl, and the
diffusion coefficient Ds as a function of frequency.
Figure 9. Color online Plot of the sensitivity coefficients of the parameters
in the transient region at a frequency of 0.1 Hz as a function of time in the
transient region.
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sponding parameters changes. This phenomenon is explained in de-
tail with respect to Fig. 8. Beginning with very high frequencies, the
double-layer charging process gives rise to the response current den-
sity. As the frequency is lowered, transition from the double-layer
process to the interfacial reaction current occurs at frequencies
lower than the transition frequency, f t,inter, but higher than f t,Cdl−Ds.
However, at these frequencies the double-layer current is not zero
and should be included to get the total response current density.
Below the transition frequency, f t,Cdl−Ds, the double-flayer charging
current becomes very low, while there is significant current gener-
ated from the diffusion of ions in the particle apart from the current
due to the interfacial reaction. This behavior is true for the transition
frequency associated with the diffusion and interfacial reaction,
f t,i0−Ds. Below f t,i0−Ds the system switches from the interfacial reac-
tion current density to the current density generated by the diffusion
process. Meanwhile, the reaction current drops slowly.
The effect of parameter values can be studied based on the
changes in the sensitivity profiles and the changes in the values of
the transition frequencies. Sensitivity plots for different values of i0,
Cdl, and Ds are shown in Fig. 10-12, respectively. The values of the
transition frequencies determined with a change in the parameter
values are given in Table III. The transition frequencies can be cal-
culated by equating the amplitudes of both the steady-state periodic
processes and solving for the frequency, f . An increase in the value
of the exchange current density pushes the sensitivity profiles of the
exchange current density and the diffusion coefficient towards
higher frequencies and they are scaled up in magnitude see Fig. 9,
but it does not have any influence on the sensitivity of the double-
layer capacitance. The amplitude of the steady-state sensitivity co-
efficient for the double-layer capacitance is a simple expression,
which is dependent on only the value of Cdl see Fig. 9
SCdl = − VCdl sint 49
Also, the value of the double-layer capacitance does not affect the
sensitivities of the other two parameters see Fig. 10. This is be-
cause the double-layer charging process is separated from both the
interfacial kinetics and the concentration gradients in the particle.
The transition frequencies, f t,Cdl−Ds and f t,i0−Ds, are inversely pro-
portional to the double-layer capacitance. The transition frequencies
associated with diffusion coefficient, f t,inter, f t,Cdl−Ds, and f t,i0−Ds, are
directly proportional to Ds, inversely proportional to Ds, and not
influenced by the value of Ds, respectively. From Fig. 11, we see
that changing the diffusion coefficient does not affect the maximum
value of the sensitivity of i0 occurring at high frequencies, whereas
the slope of the same in midfrequencies becomes steeper with an
increase in its value. The peak value of the sensitivity of Ds does not
change much with Ds, whereas the peak value is shifted towards a
higher frequency as the value of Ds decreases, provided Ds  1

 10−9 cm2/s. When Ds  1 
 10
−9 cm2/s, there is a change in the
peak frequency values as well as the frequency at which it occurs.
The correlation between the parameters can also be studied from the
change in the sensitivity plots. The sensitivity plots for the exchange
current density Fig. 12 do not change with the value of the diffu-
sion coefficient above f = 100 kHz, with the exception of very low
frequency values Ds = 1 
 10−11 cm2/s. However, the sensitivity
plots for the diffusion coefficient Fig. 10 are highly sensitive to the
change in the value of the exchange current density throughout the
whole frequency range.
Taking note of the change in the values of the transition frequen-
cies with the parameters and relating it to the expressions for the
time constants mentioned in the literature,8 the following approxi-





Parameter estimation.— Based on the analysis of short-time re-
sponse and sensitivity analysis, we can conclude that the parameters
Figure 10. Color online Plot of the amplitude of the steady-state sensitivity
coefficients of the parameters for different values of the exchange current
density. The amplitude of the sensitivity coefficient of the double-layer ca-
pacitance is independent of j0.
Figure 11. Color online Plot of the amplitude of the steady-state sensitivity
coefficients of the parameters for different values of the double-layer capaci-
tance. The change is only in the profile for the amplitude of the sensitivity
coefficient of the double-layer capacitance. The legends are as indicated in
the figure.
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of the system can be determined sequentially from the response in
the transient region obtained at higher to lower frequencies. The
inclusion of the transient response enables us to determine the value
of the exchange current density even with data at low frequencies,
which is otherwise not possible with the periodic steady-state data.
Combining the ability to determine i0 from the voltage response at
time t = 0 to the fact that the double-layer process dominates the
response at high frequencies, the parameter values of i0 and Cdl can
be determined. The diffusion coefficient can be determined by se-
quentially fitting the transient data from high frequency followed by
low frequency. High-frequency value is the frequency in the kHz
range or higher. Selection of the low-frequency value can be made
based on the value of Cdl or with Cdl and i0. In general, the low-
frequency value can be i the transition frequency of the interfacial
process calculated using Eq. 50 or ii the frequency at which the
amplitude of the sensitivity of the double-layer capacitance is equal
to or lower than one-tenth of the value of Cdl itself.
In order to extract the diffusion coefficient more reliably, the
following procedure that uses parameter estimates at more than one
frequency could be adopted:
1. The estimates of i0, Cdl, and Ds are determined from data at
high frequencies in kHz.
2. The estimates obtained at this frequency can be used to deter-
mine f t,inter, and the values for the parameters obtained previously
can be the initial guess values for the parameter estimation process
at f t,inter.
3. The estimates from the previous step  f = f t,inter can be used
as the initial guess values for the parameter estimation at the other
low-frequency value mentioned earlier the frequency at which the
amplitude of the sensitivity of the double-layer capacitance is equal
to or lower than one-tenth of the value of Cdl. The parameter esti-
mation at this frequency is only carried out for the parameters i0 and
Ds due to the obvious choice of the frequency.
4. The final estimates for i0 is the average of the estimates ob-
tained at two lower frequencies, while for the estimate of Cdl and
diffusion coefficient are the average of the values obtained at the
first two frequencies high f and f t,inter and two lower frequency
values, respectively.
Getting the parameters using the estimates at more than one fre-
quency is a more foolproof method than the estimates obtained at
just one frequency. Parameter estimates using this procedure have
been determined by optimizing the error between the model results
against synthetic data. The Matlab optimization function Isqcurvefit,
with bounds set on the parameter values so that they are positive
values, was employed. The set values and estimates along with their
confidence intervals calculated at various frequencies are shown in
Figure 12. Color online Plot of the am-
plitude of the steady-state sensitivity coef-
ficients of the parameters for different val-
ues of the diffusion coefficient. The
amplitude of the sensitivity of the double-
layer capacitance is independent of Ds.




value f t,inter Hz f t,Cdl−Ds Hz f t,i0−Ds Hz




 10−3 2192.16 624.45 135.27
6.9 
 10−2 -NA- 3971.50 13528.0
Cdl
F/cm2
100 21.85 6.19 1.35




 10−7 420.67 12.86 -NA-
1 
 10−8 405.95 25.40 -NA-
1 
 10−11 -NA- 39.72 1.35
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Table IV. Three different cases were considered: i both diffusion
and interfacial reaction are important, ii diffusion-limited, and iii
interfacial-phenomenon-limited. The length of time over which data
is required for parameter estimation is chosen to be half the cycle
length at which one is operating. For example, if we are interested in
the parameter estimation at a frequency, f , the length of the data





The sampling frequency  fs was chosen so that enough data points
could be recorded within the time limit, which ensures quick esti-
mates of the parameters. The sampling frequency for the data at
frequencies of 10 kHz, fc,inter, and 3.183 Hz are 0.1 GHz, 100 kHz,
and 10 kHz, respectively. The data length, which is a product of end
time and sampling frequency Tendxfs, can be calculated when the
operating frequencies are known. Synthetic data is generated by
adding random noise to the simulated results. The standard deviation
of the noise is calculated based on the assumed value of the signal-
to-noise SN ratio with respect to the amplitude of the response
SNin dB = 20 log10AresponseAnoise  52
where Aresponse is the amplitude of the current density response and
Anoise is the standard deviation of the noise applied. The above equa-
tion can be used to determine Anoise assuming that SN = −70 dB.
The final estimates for the parameters with the associated confidence
intervals, resulting from the average of the parameters obtained at
different frequencies, are presented in Table V. Note that narrow
confidence intervals indicate that the parameter estimates are trust-
worthy. Good estimates for cases 1 and 2 were obtained, while the
estimate for the diffusion coefficient for the case where the system is
kinetic limited the value of the diffusion coefficient and is accurate
only at f = 3.183 Hz. The estimate for the exchange current density
and double-layer capacitance is good for case 3. The associated
confidence intervals calculated for the parameters further certify the
accuracy of the parameter values. Note that the lowest frequency
used for parameter estimation is about 3 Hz and the time required to
measure the data at this frequency amounts to 0.17 s from Eq. 51.
Hence, the maximum experimental time for the short-time analysis
for parameter estimation is in the milliseconds, making the tech-
nique fast and accurate.
Conclusion
The model equations for the intercalation particle are solved for
the periodic steady-state solution as well as the complete solution,
including the initial transients. The response of the complete solu-
tion in the transient region short-time response is analyzed with the
aim to estimate the parameters of the system. The parameters are
exchange current density, double-layer capacitance, and the solid-
phase diffusion coefficient. The results presented here confirm that
the information contained in the periodic steady-state response is
accessible by analyzing just the short-time response. Sensitivity
analysis provides more insight into the physics and the distribution
of the processes in the frequency domain and hence is used to study
the effect of the parameters on the response. The analysis is also
used to develop a methodology to estimate parameters sequentially
using data of the current-density response at more than one fre-
quency of the input perturbation. Accurate values for the parameters
can be obtained at a faster rate because the response at short times a
few milliseconds is used to estimate the parameters.
University of South Carolina assisted in meeting the publication costs of
this article.
List of Symbols
An see Eq. 33
c concentration in the solution phase, mol/cm3
cmax maximum concentration in the particle, mol/cm3
cp concentration in the particle, mol/cm3
cs surface concentration, mol/cm3
Cdl double-layer capacitance, F/cm2
Ds diffusion coefficient, cm2/s
f frequency, Hz 1/s
fs sampling frequency, Hz
f t transition frequency, Hz
F Faraday’s constant, 96487 C/mol
jn response current density, A/cm2
jn,ss periodic steady-state response current density, A/cm2
i0 exchange current density, A/cm2 see Eq. 7
jn,f faradaic interfacial current density, A/cm2
ka reaction rate of the intercalation electrode, A/cm2/mol/cm33/2
L  Laplace transform of the function within the square brackets
L−1  Laplace inverse of the function within the square brackets
n number of electrons transferred in the reaction, =1
Table IV. Parameter estimates for three different cases obtained at three different frequencies. The sampling frequency for the data at








 f = 10 kHz At f = f t,inter At f = 3.183 Hz
1 i0 A/cm2 6.9 
 10−4 7.1003 ± 2.251 
 10−4 6.819 ± 0.265 
 10−4 6.862 ± 0.0395 
 10−4
Cdl F/cm2 1.0 
 10−5 1.002 ± 0.0135 
 10−5 1.0113 ± 0.0349 
 10−5 —
Ds cm2/s 1.0 
 10−8 0.117 ± 547.14 
 10−8 3.822 ± 27.19 
 10−8 1.026 ± 0.0368 
 10−8
2 i0 A/cm2 6.9 
 10−4 6.929 ± 1.62 
 10−4 6.714 ± 0.425 
 10−4 6.818 ± 0.3815 
 10−4
Cdl F/cm2 1.0 
 10−5 0.999 ± 0.0079 
 10−5 1.008 ± 0.012 
 10−5 —
Dscm2/s 1.0 
 10−11 2.0283 ± 4.88 
 10−11 1.048 ± 0.1224 
 10−11 1.0013 ± 0.0503 
 10−11
3 i0 A/cm2 6.9 
 10−4 7.435 ± 1.525 
 10−4 6.908 ± 0.104 
 10−4 6.896 ± 0.0398 
 10−4
Cdl F/cm2 1.0 
 10−5 0.995 ± 0.0076 
 10−5 1.0102 ± 0.0336 
 10−5 —
Ds cm2/s 1.0 
 10−7 1.752 ± 3.308 
 10−11 0.4509 ± 2.61 
 10−7 1.001 ± 0.112 
 10−7
Table V. Final averaged parameter estimates for the three cases




Hz Final parameter estimates
1 430 i0 = 6.841 ± 0.152 
 10−4 A/cm2
Cdl = 1.005 ± 0.0242 
 10−5 F/cm2
Ds = 1.026 ± 0.0368 
 10−8 cm2/s
2 430 i0 = 6.766 ± 0.4035 
 10−4 A/cm2
Cdl = 1.003 ± 0.010 
 10−5 F/cm2
Ds = 1.025 ± 0.0864 
 10−11 cm2/s
3 462 i0 = 6.902 ± 0.0719 
 10−4 A/cm2
Cdl = 1.002 ± 0.0206 
 10−5 F/cm2
Ds = 1.001 ± 0.112 
 10−7 cm2/s
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r radial distance, cm
R universal gas constant, 8.313 J/mol K
Rct see Eq. 18,  cm2
Rpart see Eq. 19,  cm2
Rs particle radius, cm
T temperature, K
t time, s
td time constant for diffusion process, sRs
2/Ds
Tend time limit for synthetic data operated at a particular frequency, s see Eq.
51
U OCP, V see Eq. 6
V amplitude of the applied-voltage density, V
Ṽ perturbed voltage applied to the particle, Vcost, V
Sk normalized sensitivity coefficient of the parameter, k, V see Eq. 48
SN signal-to-noise ratio, dB see Eq. 52
 
− U  cs cs0,Uslope of the OCP with respect to surface concentration at the initial con-
ditions, Vcm3/mol
Zmag magnitude of the impedance  cm2
Greek
a, c anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients, respectively a + c = n
1 solid phase potential, V
2 solution phase potential, V
 overpotential 1 − 2, V
	n nth root of the transcendental equation, Eq. 34
 state of charge, see Eq. 5
 frequency of the applied current, rad/s=2f
Subscripts
0 initial value of the variable
ss variable in steady state region
t variable in the transient region
 perturbed variable
Superscripts
0 initial value of the variable
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